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OVERVIEW OF THE COLLECTION

Dates: 1984-1999

Extent: 4 boxes; 2 linear feet

Language and Scripts: The collection is in English.

Name of creator(s): Doug Ogden, Nancy Ogden

Administrative/Biographical History:
Doug Ogden resided in Alaska in the 1980s and 1990s. At one time, he worked for the Alaska Community Development Corporation, and provided weatherization services to residents of Bristol Bay villages. From the late 1980s to the late 1990s, Ogden and his wife Nancy were partners in the McCarthy Lodge. Ogden subsequently relocated to Washington State, where he operates Doug Ogden Photography.

Scope and Content Description:
The collection consists of 1851 color 35mm slides taken by Doug Ogden. Many of the images depict landscape and subsistence activities in Western coastal areas of Alaska from Bristol Bay to Goodnews Bay. Other collection strengths are scenes of the McCarthy/Kennicott area and sled dog racing. For more information, see Detailed Description of Collection.

Arrangement: Arranged by location or subject and slide print date, when available.
CONDITIONS GOVERNING ACCESS AND USE

Restrictions on Access: The collection is open for research use.

Physical Access: Original items in good condition.

Technical Access: No special equipment is needed to access the materials. A light box may be used to view transparencies.

Conditions Governing Reproduction and Use:
The Anchorage Museum is the owner of the materials and makes available reproductions for research, publication, and other uses. Written permission must be obtained from the Anchorage Museum before any reproduction use. The Anchorage Museum does not necessarily hold copyright to all of the materials in the collections. In some cases, permission for use may require seeking additional authorization from the copyright owners.

Preferred Citation:
Doug Ogden Slides, Anchorage Museum, B2019.007

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

Acquisition and Appraisal Information
Donated by Ogden in March 2019.

SUBJECTS
Subsistence economy—Alaska
Sweatbaths—Alaska
Alaska—Rural conditions
Fur Rendezvous (Anchorage, Alaska)
Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Race, Anchorage, Alaska
Iditarod (Race)
Sled dog racing—Alaska
Manokotak (Alaska)
New Stuyahok (Alaska)
Egegik Village
King Salmon (Alaska)
Iliamna (Alaska)
Kokhanok Village
Newhalen Village
Nondalton (Alaska)
Togiak (Alaska)
Bristol Bay (Alaska)
Native Village of Goodnews Bay
Bethel (Alaska)
Aleutian Islands (Alaska)
Cold Bay (Alaska)
False Pass (Alaska)
Dutch Harbor (Alaska)
Unalaska (Alaska)
Ketchikan (Alaska)
Totem Bight State Historical Park (Alaska)
Sitka (Alaska)
Juneau (Alaska)
Petersburg (Alaska)
Wrangell (Alaska)
Kennicott (Alaska)
Kennecott Copper Mine (Alaska)
Wrangell-Saint Elias National Park and Preserve (Alaska)
Redoubt Volcano (Alaska)

Detailed Description of the Collection

**B1/B1**
  .48 – March 12, 1996 [village scene, 1996; youth sitting on steps next to man with clipboard, paper, pen. At AFN 2022, youth sitting on the stairs identified as Jeffrey “Smurf” George]
  .57-184 – New Stuyahok [aerials, village scenes, St. Sergius Church, steam bathhouse; 1993-1994]
    .93 – [youth in a pink jacket. At AFN 2019, youth identified as Irene Fritze]
    .114 – [one individual writing at a desk. At AFN 2019, individual possibly identified as Lance Balckwood, Principal?]
    .169 – [two individuals on snowmachines. At AFN 2019, individual on the snowmachine looking at the camera identified as Mike Acovak]
  .185-200 – Egegik [village scenes, store, Transfiguration of Our Lord Church; 1999]
  .201-202 – King Salmon [airport; 1991]

**B1/B2**
.203-250 – Iliamna [subsistence salmon fishing, cemetery, ice; 1994-1995]
.251-313 – Kokhanok [children, steam bathhouse, village scenes, Iliamna Lake, sunsets; 1994]
  .252 – [two youths, one sitting on a bicycle and the other on a step with a puppy in his lap. Mountains and water in the background. At AFN 2022, individuals possibly identified as Hester boys?]
  .259 - Kokhanok, May 16, 1994 [Two boys with bicycles; structure, logs, and steel drums (containers) in background. At AFN 2019, individuals identified as Isaiah Mike (left) and Kyle Wilson (right)]
  .270 – Kokhanok, May 16, 1994 [child wearing pants with "Point Hope" on leg fishing from rocky shore; fishing rod and reel; structures, mountains in background. At AFN 2019, individual identified as Elijah Eknaty]
B1/B3

.342 – [two youths in wood framed doorway. At AFN 1999, youths identified as Trefon boys (left to right): Shane Trefon? And Calvin Trefon]
.399 – [individual in red hat and blue jacket sitting on a three-wheeler. At AFN 1999, and 2022, individual identified as Andrew Balluta]
.413 – [individual in blue jacket with hood up and snow-covered mountains in the background. At AFN 2019 and 2022, individual identified as Sophie Balluta Austin (Andrew Balluta’s mother)]

.417-443 – Nondalton [Continued from previous box. Dogsledding, women’s basketball; 1993]
.434 – Nondalton, March 23, 1993 [women’s basketball; gymnasium; bleachers; spectators. At AFN 1999, individuals identified (left to right): Marie Anelon from Newhalen (red shirt with basketball), Christina Gusna? (blue shirt and white shorts)]
.435 – Nondalton, March 23, 1993 [women’s basketball; gymnasium; bleachers; spectators. At AFN 1999, individual at far right in red shirt and shorts with a sports wrap around her right knee identified as Dawn Anderson]
.437 - Nondalton, March 23, 1993 [women’s basketball; gymnasium; bleachers; spectators; scoreboard. At AFN 1999, teams identified as Newhalen versus Kokhanok]
.438 – [At AFN 1999, individuals identified as (left to right): Nancy Wassillie (red shirt and blue jeans), Matrona Wassillie (red shirt and sweatpants), Irene Wassillie (red shirt and sweatpants passing the ball), Dian Alexie (red shirt and black pants)]
.440 - Nondalton, March 23, 1993 [women’s basketball; gymnasium; bleachers; spectators; girl wearing Kokhanok Lakers sweatpants and t-shirt shoots the ball. At AFN 1999, woman at far left identified as Matrona Wassillie]
.443 – [basketball players shaking hands in a gymnasium. At AFN 1999, individual in red shirt with number “31” on the front identified as Ida Wassillie from Kokhanok]

.444 - Togiak, May 16, 1991 [restaurant/café kitchen; photographer's number 2-T24-1. Two people standing in kitchen; counter with egg carton, condiments, paper towels; stoves and refrigerator in background; sodas; sign with prices. At AFN 2022, individuals identified as Karen Gauthier? (left) and Denise Snyder (right)]
.445 - Togiak, May 16, 1991 [restaurant/café kitchen; photographer's number 2-T24-2. Two people standing in kitchen behind counter holding carton of eggs; condiments; walkie-talkie; stoves and refrigerator in background; boombox at far right. At AFN 2022, individuals identified as Karen Gauthier? (right) and her husband (left). The restaurant was identified as the Greenhouse which used to be the library]
.446 – [Individual at counter with mixing bowl and ulu in hand wearing a pink sweatshirt that reads. “Chevak, Alaska.” At AFN 2022, individual identified as Karen Gauthier]
.451 – [Four individuals in kitchen with one seated on the floor possibly processing an animal. At AFN 2022, individuals identified left to right: Matfin Apasik, Evan Kanulie, Andrew Dyasuk]
.525 - [winter scene of road and buildings with the ocean in the background. At AFN 2019, location identified as Meshik (Port Heiden)]
.529 – [winter scene of road and buildings with the ocean in the background. At AFN 2019, location identified as Meshik (Port Heiden)]
.529 – [winter scene of road and building under construction with the ocean to the right. At AFN 2019, location identified as Meshik (Port Heiden)]
.538 - May 16, 1991; photographer number 00353.013.12-7; Alaskan Native Yupik children/ Togiak, Alaska [four children at railing of boardwalk; road, automobiles, and structures in the background. At AFN 2019, individuals identified (left to right): April Alexie, Marquita Patterson, Earl Alexie, and Lenora Snyder]
.540 – [Four youths sitting and standing next to a whale skull by a building. At AFN 2019, individuals identified (left to right): Marquita Patterson, Lenora Snyder, unknown, Deanna Snyder]
.542 – Photographer’s #00354.035.04-97. May 16, 1991 [Togiak, Youth standing with a beach, water, and mountains in the background. At AFN 2022, individual identified as Molly Gust’s daughter]
.624 – [landscape with buildings and mountains in the background. At AFN 2019, location identified as Meshik (Port Heiden)]

B1/B4
.628-707 – Togiak [Continued from previous box. Grass harvesting, processing salmon, processing seal, Annie Blue; 1991]
.639 – [Individual harvesting grass. At AFN 2019, individual identified as Lucy Gusuk]
.640 – Photographer’s #2-T22-8 [Individual harvesting grass. At AFN 2019, individual identified as Lucy Gusuk]
.659 – [landscape view of buildings along the coast with ocean and mountains in the background. At AFN 2019, buildings identified as Severson’s Roadhouse]
.659 - photographer's number 2-T2-8 Togiak [one individual sitting next to waterway using ulu to process salmon. At AFN 2019, individual identified as Anna Alexie]
.673 photographer’s number 2-T3-3; Togiak; October 26, 1991 [two individuals at a table processing fish by a waterway. At AFN 2022, individuals identified (left to right): Anna Alexie (headscarf and blue jacket) and Diane Abraham (wearing glasses with blue and white jacket, and holding a fish)]
.697 – [aerial view of buildings and roads with water to the left. At AFN 2019, location identified as Port Heiden]
.708-722 – Bristol Bay [aerials of Koklong Creek, landscape, unidentified villages, pingo; 1991-1993]
.709 – [aerial view of community. At AFN 2019, location identified as Manokotak]
.710 – [aerial view of Naknek. At AFN 2022, buildings on point at bottom center identified as old cannery, now city docks. The buildings at top left identified as Bumblebee Cannery. Creek at bottom right identified as Leader Creek.
.713 - October 26, 1991 [Bristol Bay; aerial of waterway, possibly Koklong Creek, village, possibly pingo at left. At AFN 2022, location identified as Twin Hills]
.723-783 – Goodnews Bay [winter village scenes, aerials, Platinum; 1999]
.784-805 – Bethel [winter village scenes, airport, aerials, landscape; 1998-1999]
.806-819 – Aleutians [clouds, aerials of landscape, airstrip in winter; 1992]

**B1/B5**

.820-832 – Cold Bay [aerial, town scenes, Reeve Aleutian Airways; 1992]
.833-887 – False Pass [aerials, village scenes, scencics, Peter Pan Seafoods cannery; 1992]
.859 – April 23, 1992 [At AFN 2022, individual identified as Stanley Kristiansen]
.860 – [Individual sitting at desk in a room with a stove or space heater. At AFN 2022, individual identified as Inahar Dushkin, Sr.]
.888-963 – Unalaska/Dutch Harbor [Holy Ascension of Our Lord Cathedral, Grand Aleutian Hotel, town scenes, commercial fishing, Uni-Sea surimi plant, boats, sunsets; 1995]
.964-1012 – Ketchikan [aerials, town scenes, port, Ketchikan Pulp Co., rainforest, Totem Bight State Historical Park totem poles; 1990-1994]

**B1/B6**

.1034-1059 – Sitka [Continued from previous box. Aerials, St. Michael the Archangel Cathedral, cruise ship M/S Rotterdam, houses, Rockwell lighthouse; 1994-1996]
.1114-1146 – Southeast ferries [Petersburg, Wrangell airport, Ketchikan waterfront, unidentified docks, aerials, Alaska Marine Highway System ferry M/V Aurora, cruise ship Regent Sea; 1990]
.1147-1235 – McCarthy [town scenes, McCarthy Lodge, aerials, Bears Den Saloon, outhouses; 1988-1998]

**B7**

.1236-1376 – Kennicott [Kennecott Copper Mine, aerials, winter, summer, autumn, building interiors, hand tram, Kennicott Glacier; 1987-1994]
.1377-1402 – Wrangell-St. Elias [Kennicott Glacier, Miles Glacier Bridge, aerials, scencics; 1989-1994]
.1403-1411 – Mt. Redoubt [aerials, fata morgana; 1994]
.1412-1415 – Turnagain Arm [bore tide, hooligan fishing; no date]
.1416-1432 – Portage Glacier [scenics, winter, summer; 1984-1988. Continued next box]

**B8**

.1433-1467 – Portage Glacier [Continued from previous box. Scenics, winter, summer; 1989-1994]
.1468-1578 – Anchorage Fur Rondy [World Championship Sled Dog Race, Hide and Horn Auction, blanket toss, parade, ice sculptures, Carl Nesjar ice fountain at Loussac Library; 1985-1993]
.1502 – Margaret Cooke, Bethel [Alaska Native woman wearing fancy fur parka, 1991]
.1775-1792 – Birds, Other [swallows, gulls, swans, raven; 1990-1998]
.1793-1798 – Sea lions [1992]
.1799-1814 – Animals, Other [cat, moose, Dall sheep, squirrels, mink, spider, animal tracks and signs, dog grave marker; 1988-1998]
.1815-1824 – Cabins [log cabins, cabin construction; 1991]
.1839 – Artistic [tracks on tundra, blowing snow, frost, snow patterns, grass, sunset, diamond willow; 1991, undated]

Guide written: September 12, 2019
Guide updated: December 14, 2022